
Installation manual
DEL–S 165/6 PP
DEL-S 165/10 PP

After unpacking the carton, un-
screw 3 bolts from the cover of the 
fire dome speaker, take out the cov-
er to a distance that does not cause 
the internal wiring to break or come 
loose.

Feed the wires from the cable line side 
through the glands of the cover to the con-
nection block. It is suggested to cut the ca-
ble insulation beforehand for easier mount-
ing in the ceramic block (the internal wire 
isolation should be cut at least 7 mm).

Screw the wires, led through the speaker’s upper cover to the ceramic 
block as shown in the diagram below. Check the stability of the connection. 
For more safety in wires connection, a metal sleeve shall be used to connect 
the two wires in the terminal.

Screw the top cover of 
the speaker back into the 
fire dome. 
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4 Fix the speaker housing in the ceiling 
opening, carefully lowering the springs. It 
is acceptable to mount the speaker on a 
wall of cardboard - gypsum or other board.

5 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:
1. After unpacking, check the speaker and its enclosure for damage;
2. Read this installation manual carefully before starting installation process – consider installation 
options from this instruction – depending on the number of wires in the cable line or the line 
control method;
3. Check if fitting method (ceiling, wall, pendant etc) complies with EN 54 certificate, catalogue 
data or local approval if concerns;
4. Install the speaker only in a location that can structurally support the full weight of the unit and 
mounting bracket;
5. Do not use other methods than specified to install the speaker. Ensure that all screws are securely 
tightened. Do not mount the speaker in locations exposed to constant vibration. 
Not keeping higher above rules may cause the speaker could fall down, possibly resulting in 
personal injury;
6. When connecting speaker line cables check also if the power tap selected on the transformer is 
the correct one – follow system design. Change if necessary.
7. Make sure amplifier’s power is switched off when connecting 
the speakers, to avoid electric shocks.

6W transformer connection scheme

10W transformer connection scheme


